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Summary

Stratego is a language for the spe i ation of transformation rules
and strategies for applying them. Spe i ations onsist of a olle tion of modules that de ne the signature of the obje t language(s)
of the transformation, transformation rules and strategies. The Stratego ompiler translates spe i ations to C ode. Together with
a provided run-time system these generated programs an be used
to apply the spe i ed transformations.
This do uments provides a referen e manual for the language.
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Se tion: Introdu tion
STRATEGO: SPECIFYING PROGRAM TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMS CONCISELY

Program transformations an be des ribed on isely by means of a ombination of rewrite rules that des ribe basi transformations and rewrite strategies
that des ribe their appli ation to a program.
Program transformations are often naturally des ribed by means of (term)
rewrite rules. However, to a hieve transformations of an entire program su h
rules need to be applied with are. Often a more ne grained ontrol over their
appli ation is needed than is o ered by standard rewriting strategies su h as
innermost or outermost normalization.
One solution to this problem is to en ode the transformation strategy in the
rules. However, this leads to large spe i ations in whi h traversal over the
syntax stru ture of a program needs to be spelled out expli itly. This is not
ne essary in `pure' rewriting, sin e the built-in strategy nds out where to apply
a rule. In addition this style leads to a loss of reusability of transformation rules.
Another solution is to make strategies programmable artifa ts of a transformation system. Stratego is a language for the spe i ation of transformation rules
and transformation strategies.
The main features of Stratego are summarized in Figure 1.
audien e

This referen e manual des ribes the Stratego language from rst prin iples.
That means that it is organized along the lines of the design of the language
rather than along the lines of learning the language. Therefore, it is aimed at Stratego programmers and implementers with some experien e with the language
who want to understand the details of its de nition.
The Stratego Tutorial [10℄ gives a des ription of the language and its programming environment by means of examples and is aimed at novi e users. Several
publi ations exist that explore aspe ts of the language and its appli ations; see
the bibliography.
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Se tion: Introdu tion

 Program represented by means of abstra t syntax trees (terms)
 Basi transformations expressed as rewrite rules
 Programmable strategies for ontrol over appli ation of rules
 Mat hing and building patterns are rst- lass itizens
 Organization of spe i ations into modules
 Primitives for onne tion to the system
Figure 1: Features of Stratego
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Se tion: Introdu tion
TRANSFORMING PROGRAMS WITH STRATEGO

Program transformation systems de ned in Stratego are ombined with parsers
and pretty-printers to reate sour e-to-sour e transformation systems.
A transformation system de ned by a Stratego spe i ation onstitutes a program that transforms a term to another term or fails.
Stratego programs de ne transformations on abstra t syntax trees. In order
to transform programs that are represented as texts, it is ne essary to de ne a
parser that transforms a program text to an abstra t syntax tree and a prettyprinter that transforms an abstra t syntax tree to text (Figure 2).
This manual will not go into the details of implementing su h tools. There
is a wide range of possibilities for de nining parsers and pretty-printers. One
possibility is the use of SDF for parsing and the Box language of the GPP
pa kage for pretty-printing. These pa kages are ombined in the XT bundle of
transformation tools [1℄.
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Se tion: Introdu tion
program (text)
parser
abstra t syntax tree (term)
transformer (generated from Stratego spe i ation)
transformed abstra t syntax tree (term)
pretty-printer
transformed program (text)
Figure 2: (** Ar hite ture of program transformation systems **)
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Se tion: Introdu tion
DESCRIBING STRATEGO WITH SDF

This referen e manual des ribes Stratego by means of a formal syntax de nition in the syntax de nition formalism SDF2. The semanti s of the language
is des ribed informally.
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Se tion: Introdu tion

Figure 3:
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Se tion: Organization
ORGANIZING SPECIFICATIONS INTO MODULES

A Stratego spe i ation de nes signatures, rules, strategies and overlays. A
spe i ation an be divided into a olle tion of modules.
A spe i ation onsists of a set of basis spe i ations that de ne signatures,
rules, strategies and overlays (Figure 4). Ea h of these items is introdu ed by
one of the keywords signature, rules, strategies and overlays, followed
by a list of basi signatures, rule de nitions, strategy de nitions or overlays,
respe tively.
A spe i ation an be divided into a olle tion of modules (Figure 5). A module
has a name and ombines a number of module items, whi h are basi spe i ations or import de larations. A module with name Modname is assumed to
resided in a le with name Modname.r. Note that imports, signature, rules
and strategies are reserved words that annot be used as module names.
An import of the form imports m1 ... mn denotes the stru tural in lusion
of the se tions of the modules mi into the importing module. Here stru tural
in lusion means in lusion at the level of abstra t syntax as opposed to textual
in lusion as is in the C #in lude statement.
The omplete syntax of Stratego is de ned in a number of modules, whi h are
ombined in module Stratego-Syntax (Figure 6).
module Stratego-Spe ifi ations
imports Stratego-Signatures Stratego-Overlays
Stratego-Rules Stratego-Strategies
exports
%%sorts BSpe Spe
ontext-free syntax
"spe ifi ation" BSpe * -> Spe { ons("Spe ifi ation")}
"signature"
"rules"
"strategies"
"overlays"

BSig*
RDef*
SDef*
Overlay*

->
->
->
->

BSpe
BSpe
BSpe
BSpe

{
{
{
{

ons("Signature")}
ons("Rules")}
ons("Strategies")}
ons("Overlays")}

Figure 4: Syntax of Stratego spe i ations
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Se tion: Organization

module Stratego-Modules
imports Stratego-Spe ifi ations
exports
sorts Module %% ModItem
ontext-free syntax
"module" ModName ModItem* -> Module { ons("Module")}
BSpe
-> ModItem
"imports" ModName*
-> ModItem { ons("Imports")}
lexi al syntax
[A-Za-z℄ [A-Za-z0-9\_\-℄* -> ModName
"imports"
-> ModName
"signature"
-> ModName
"rules"
-> ModName
"strategies"
-> ModName
lexi al restri tions
ModName -/- [A-Za-z0-9\_\'\-℄

{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje

t}
t}
t}
t}

Figure 5: Syntax of Stratego modules

module Stratego-Syntax
imports InstantiateLayout.sdf
Stratego-Rules.sdf
Stratego-Appli ation.sdf
Stratego-Congruen es.sdf
Stratego-Contexts.sdf
Stratego-Layout.sdf
Stratego-Lexi als.sdf
Stratego-Mat h-Build.sdf
Stratego-Modules.sdf
Stratego-Overlays.sdf
Stratego-Primitives.sdf

Stratego-Signatures.sdf
Stratego-Spe ifi ations.sdf
Stratego-Strategi -Rules.sdf
Stratego-Strategies.sdf
Stratego-Strategy-Definitions.sdf
Stratego-Sugar.sdf
Stratego-Syntax.sdf
Stratego-Terms.sdf
Stratego-Traversal.sdf

Figure 6: The syntax of Stratego is de ned in several modules.
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Se tion: Organization
LAYING OUT AND COMMENTING SPECIFICATIONS

The tokens making up a spe i ation an be separated by means of white
spa e and omments.
Spa es, tabs and newlines an be used at will in between tokens of Stratego
spe i ations, but not within tokens (identi ers, keywords, literals, et .).
In addition various kinds of omments are supported. A small omment on a
single line an be inserted after //. All hara ters after // until the end of the
line are omment.
A larger omment an be written between (* and *). No nested o uren es of
*) are allowed in su h omments.
To write large pie es of do umenting text, the literate programming onvention
an be used. A literate Stratego module starts with the keyword \literate.
Fragments of spe i ation text are en losed in the phrases \begin{ ode} and
\end{ ode}. In between pie es of ode one an write arbitrary text. The general
stru ture of a literate Stratego spe i ation is:
\literate
LaTeX text
\begin{ ode}
spe ifi ation text
\end{ ode}
LaTeX text
\begin{ ode}
spe ifi ation text
\end{ ode}

Only the ode parts of a module are interpreted by the ompiler. A literate
Stratego spe i ation an be \input dire tly in LATEX. The ode parts are
set in verbatim (provided the right style- le is used), the non- ode parts are
interpreted as regular LATEX material.
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Se tion: Organization
module InstantiateLayout
imports Stratego-Layout
exports
lexi al syntax
Whitespa e -> LAYOUT
Comment
-> LAYOUT
ontext-free restri tions
LAYOUT? -/- [\ \t\n℄ | [\(℄.[\*℄

Figure 7: Syntax of layout
module Stratego-Layout
exports
%%sorts Identifier Natural Modname Variable String
lexi al syntax
[\ \t\n℄
-> Whitespa e
"//" ~[\n℄*

-> Comment

~[\*℄
Asterix
"(*" CommentChar* "*)"

-> CommentChar
-> CommentChar
-> Comment

~[℄
-> LChar
"\\literate" LChar* "\\begin{ ode}" -> Comment
"\\end{ ode}" LChar* "\\begin{ ode}" -> Comment
lexi al restri tions
Asterix -/- [\)℄
LChar+ -/- [\\℄.[b℄.[e℄.[g℄.[i℄.[n℄.[\{℄.[ ℄.[o℄.[d℄.[e℄.[\}℄

Figure 8: Syntax of layout
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Se tion: Terms
REPRESENTING PROGRAMS BY MEANS OF TERMS

Programs are represented by means of rst-order terms.
The abstra t syntax of programs to be transformed is represented by means of
terms (Figure 9).
a onstru tor is an identi er
onstru tor appli ation Su (Zero())
onstant (parentheses) Su (Zero)
strings App(Abs("x", "x"), Var("y"))
natural number App(Abs(Var(1)), Var(2))
lists

lists abbreviations for Cons/Nil lists
[a,b, |[℄℄

 [a,b, ℄

tuples

tuples are abbreviations for ...
aterms

Stratego terms are implemented by means of ATerms
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Se tion: Terms
module Stratego-Terms
imports Stratego-Lexi als
exports
%%sorts Term
ontext-free syntax
Identifier
Identifier "(" {Term ","}* ")"
String
Natural
"[" {Term ","}* ("|" Term)? "℄"
"(" {Term ","}* ")"

->
->
->
->
->
->

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Figure 9: Syntax of terms
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{
{
{
{
{
{

ons("Var")}
ons("Op")}
ons("Str")}
ons("Int")}
ons("List")}
ons("Tuple")}

Se tion: Terms
REPRESENTING CONSTRUCTORS AND CONSTANTS

The symbols are divided into identi ers, natural numbers and strings.
Figure 10 de nes the syntax of the lexi al tokens of Stratego.
Identi ers start with a letter and are followed by zero or more letters, digits,
unders ores, primes or dashes. An identi er may not be followed by any of these
hara ters.
A natural number is a string of one or more de imal digits.
A string is list of hara ters en losed by double quotes.
Figure 10 also de nes the keywords of Stratego, i.e., the words that annot be
used as identi ers.
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Se tion: Terms
module Stratego-Lexi als
exports
lexi al syntax
[A-Za-z℄ [A-Za-z0-9\_\'\-℄* -> Identifier
[0-9℄+
-> Natural
"\"" ~[\"\n℄* "\""
-> String
lexi al restri tions
Identifier -/- [A-Za-z0-9\_\'\-℄
Natural
-/- [0-9℄
lexi al syntax
"module"
"signature"
"sorts"
"operations"
"rules"
"strategies"
"id"
"fail"
"all"
"some"
"one"
"thread"
"not"
"test"
"where"
"re "
"let"
"imports"

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier
Identifier

{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje
{reje

t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}
t}

Figure 10: The syntax of lexi als
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Se tion: Terms
DECLARING CONSTRUCTORS WITH SIGNATURES

Constru tors are de lared by means of signatures
A signature is of the form
signature
sorts Sort ... Sort
operations OpDe l ... OpDe l

A onstru tor de laration of the form
C : Sort

de lares a nullary onstru tor (a onstant) C of type Sort. A de laration of the
form
C : Sort1 * ... * Sortn -> Sort

de lares an n-ary onstru tor C that takes a tuple of terms (t1,...,tn) where
ti is of sort Sorti into a term C(t1,...,tn) of sort Sort.
Prede ned sorts are String denoting strings of hara ters between double quotes,
and Int denoting natural numbers in de imal notation.
For example, the following signature des ribes a language of lambda expressions.
signature
sorts Exp
operations
Var
: String -> Exp
Apply : Exp * Exp -> Exp
Lambda : String * Exp -> Exp

Terms with variables are only used in a spe i ation. Transformations apply
only to ground terms.
nullary onstru tors that are not de lared are variables
(At this point type he king is not done by the implementation. It is nonetheless
important to write signatures be ause the de nition of the ongruen e operators
is derived from them.)
derivation of ongruen e operators
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Se tion: Terms
module Stratego-Signatures
exports
%%sorts BSig SortDe l OpDe
ontext-free syntax
"signature" BSig*
"sorts"
SortDe l*
"operations" OpDe l*

l Type
-> BSpe
-> BSig
-> BSig

{ ons("Signature")}
{ ons("Sorts")}
{ ons("Operations")}

Identifier ("(" {Identifier ","}* ")")?
-> SortDe l { ons("Sort")}
Identifier ":" Type
Term
{Term "*"}* "->" Term

-> OpDe l
-> Type
-> Type

{ ons("OpDe l")}
{ ons("ConstType")}
{ ons("FunType")}

Figure 11: Syntax of Signatures
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Se tion: Strategies
NAMING TRANSFORMATIONS WITH STRATEGY DEFINITIONS

A spe i ation de nes a strategy for transforming terms. Strategies an be
named by means of strategy de nitions.
The purpose of a Stratego spe i ation is the de nition of a strategy, i.e., a
program that transforms a term into another term (or fails). Strategies are
are built from primitive transformations using strategy operators. There are a
number of standard operators. Other operators an be de ned in terms of the
primitive operators by means of strategy de nitions.
A strategy se tion of a spe i ation has the form
strategies
StrategyDefinition*

and onsists of a list of strategy de nitions that give names to strategy expressions.
A strategy de nition has the form
Id(Id1,...,Idn) = Strategy

Here Id is the strategy operator de ned by the de nition, the Idi are strategy
arguments to the operator and Strategy is the body of the de nition. A all
Id(s1,...,sn) to this operator is equivalent to the body of the de nition with
the si substituted for the Idi. De nitions annot be re ursive. Re ursion is
de ned using the re ursion operator.
For example,
strategies
repeat(s) = re x(s; x <+ id)

de nes the operator repeat.
A de ned operator an be used by alling it
(** overloading **)

Operators an be overloaded
(** multiple definitions **)

in ase of multiple de nitions for operators with the same arity the bodies are
shared.
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Se tion: Strategies

module Stratego-Strategy-Definitions
exports
ontext-free syntax
"strategies" SDef* -> BSpe { ons("Strategies")}
%% alling a strategy
Identifier
-> SVar { ons("SVar")}
SVar ("(" {Strat ","}* ")")? -> Strat { ons("Call")}
%% definition of a nullary strategy operators
Identifier "=" Strat -> SDef
%% definition of a parameterized strategy operators
Identifier "(" {Identifier ","}* ")"
=" Strat -> SDef { ons("SDef")}
%% lo al strategy definition
%% Note: not yet supported in stratego-0.4.*
"let" SDef "in" Strat -> Strat { ons("Let")}

Figure 12: Syntax of strategy de nitions
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Se tion: Strategies
THE PRIMITIVES OF TRANSFORMATION ARE MATCHING
AND BUILDING PATTERNS

Rewrite rules are de ned in terms of more primitive a tions, i.e., mat hing
terms against patterns and building instantiations of patterns.
a strategy transforms a term
there is always a term that is the subje t of transformation
a term pattern is a term with variables
mat h

?t mat hes the subje t term against the pattern t

if t is a ground term, this entails that the subje t term is equal to t
if t ontains variables, this means that the subje t term orresponds to t as
far as the pattern goes. at the positions where t has variables any term an
o ur. the variable are bound to the terms at the orresponding positions in
the subje t term.
Example: ?App(Abs(x, e1), e2)
build

!t builds an instantiation of the term pattern t, i.e., the subje t term is repla ed
by (an instantiation of) t.

if t ontains no variables then the subje t term is repla ed by t
if t ontains variables then the subje t term is repla ed by t, where the variables
in t are repla ed by there bindings
Example: !Let(x, e2, e1)
transformation rules

A transformation rule rst mat hes the subje t term against a pattern and then
repla es it with the instantiatio of another pattern. This an be formulated as
the sequential omposition of a mat h and a build. For example,
strategies
Beta = ?App(Abs(x, e1), e2); !Let(x, e2, e1)
s ope

In the de nition above the variables x, e1 and e2 are impli itly s oped by
de nition
variable s ope: {x1,...,xn: s}
For example, de nition with expli it s ope
21
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strategies
Beta = {x, e1, e2: ?App(Abs(x, e1), e2); !Let(x, e2, e1)}
module Stratego-Mat h-Build
exports
ontext-free syntax
"?" Term
-> Strat { ons("Mat h")}
"!" Term
-> Strat { ons("Build")}
"{" {Identifier ","}+ ":" Strat "}" -> Strat { ons("S ope")}
"where" "(" Strat ")"
-> Strat { ons("Where")}
"_"
-> Term { ons("Wld")}

Figure 13: Syntax of mat h and build primitives
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Se tion: Strategies
COMBINING STRATEGIES

Basi strategies an be ombined into more omplex strategies by means of a
number of primitive strategy operators.
su

ess and failure

The operator id always su eeds without any transformation. The operator
fail always fails.
sequential

omposition

If s1 and s2 are strategies, then s1 ; s2 is the strategy that rst applies s1
and if that su eeds applies s2 to the result.
non-deterministi

hoi e

If s1 and s2 are strategies, then s1 + s2 is the strategy that hooses either s1
or s2, but su h that the strategy hosen su eeds.
deterministi

hoi e

If s1 and s2 are strategies, then s1 <+ s2 is the strategy that rst tries s1
and if that su eeds is done. If s1 fails, then s2 is applied to the original term.
The operator is also alled left hoi e be ause it prefers its left argument. An
example of the use of left hoi e is the de nition of try:
try(s) = s <+ id

The strategy try(s) su eeds with the result of s if s su eeds. Otherwise, if s
fails, s su eeds without any e e t.
re ursion

If s is a strategy, then re x. s is the strategy that at ea h point in s where
the strategy variable x is alled, alls itself. An example of the use of re ursion
is the de nition of repeat:
repeat(s) = re x ((s; x) <+ id)

The strategy repeat(s) applies the strategy s as long as it su eeds.
test

If s is a strategy, then test(s) is the strategy that su eeds if s su eeds, but
throws away the e e t of its transformation.
negation

If s is a strategy, then not(s) is the strategy that fails if s su eeds and su eeds
if s fails.
operator pre eden e
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Se tion: Strategies
Operators in de reasing binding strength

;
 +, <+ (mutually right asso iative)
In other words a ; b +

<+ d ; e is parsed as (a ; b) + ( <+ (d ; e))

module Stratego-Strategies
imports Stratego-Terms
exports
%%sorts Strat SVar
ontext-free syntax
"id"
-> Strat
"fail"
-> Strat
"test" "(" Strat ")"
-> Strat
"not" "(" Strat ")"
-> Strat
Strat ";" Strat
-> Strat
Strat "+" Strat
-> Strat
Strat "<+" Strat
-> Strat
"re " SVar "(" Strat ")" -> Strat
"(" Strat ")"
-> Strat
ontext-free priorities
Strat ";" Strat -> Strat
> {left:
Strat "+" Strat -> Strat
Strat "<+" Strat -> Strat }

{ ons("Id")}
{ ons("Fail")}
{ ons("Test")}
{ ons("Not")}
{ ons("Seq"), left}
{ ons("Choi e"), left}
{ ons("LChoi e"), left}
{ ons("Re ")}
{bra ket}

Figure 14: Syntax of sequential programming operators
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Se tion: Strategies
TRAVERSING TERMS

To apply transformations below the root of a term it is ne essary to traverse
it. Stratego provides a number of traversal operators.
The operators de ned above ombine strategies that apply transformations to
the root of a term into strategies that repeatedly apply transformations to the
root of a term. In order to a hieve transformations throughout a term we need
operators to traverse the term.
ongruen e

If C is an n-ary operator de ned in the signature, and s1, ..., sn are strategies,
then C(s1,...,sn) is a strategy that only applies to C terms and then applies
si to the i-th. For example, onsider the following signature de ning the list
onstru tors Nil and Cons:
signature
operations
Nil : List(a)
Cons : a * List(a) -> List(a)

The strategy Nil applies to the term Nil without any hange and fails for all
other terms. The strategy Cons(s1, s2) applies to a term Cons(t1, t2) if si
applies to ti with result ti' and has as result Cons(t1', t2'). Using these
operators we an de ne the operator map as:
map(s) = re x(Nil + Cons(s, x))

The strategy map(s) applies a strategy s to ea h element of a list. Observe how
re ursion is used to apply the strategy to the tail of the list.
ongruen es on strings and numbers

ea h string and numeri

onstant is ongruen e on itself

ongruen es on lists

list ongruen es an also be de ned using the [℄ syntax for lists.
for example,
map(s) = re x([℄ + [s|x℄)
ongruen es on tuples
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Se tion: Strategies
module Stratego-Congruen es
exports
ontext-free syntax
String
->
Natural
->
"(" Strat "," {Strat ","}+ ")" ->
"[" {Strat ","}* "℄"
->
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

Strat
Strat
Strat
Strat

{
{
{
{

ons("StrCong")}
ons("IntCong")}
ons("TupleCong")}
ons("ListCong")}

Note: for ea h onstru tor there is a orresponding
ongruen e operator with the following syntax:
Identifier "(" {Strat ","}* ")" -> Strat { ons("Cong")}
sin e this syntax overlaps with the syntax for strategy
operator appli ations, ongruen es are defined impli itly
by means of strategy definitions:
strategies
C(s1,...,sn) = Cong(C)(s1,...,sn)
where Cong(S) is a onstru t in the abstra t syntax only.

Figure 15: Syntax of ongruen e traversal operators
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Se tion: Strategies
GENERICALLY TRAVERSING TERMS

Congruen es de ne traversals over known onstru tors. Stratego also provides
several operators to de ne traversals generi ally.
path

If s is a strategy, then n(s) (with n a natural number) is the strategy that
applies s to the n-th argument of the term. It fails if the term has less then n
arguments, or if s fails on the n-th argument.
all

If s is a strategy, then all(s) is the strategy that applies s to ea h of the hildren
of the root of the term. It su eeds if ea h of these appli ations su eeds and fails
otherwise. In parti ular, all(s) su eeds on a term that has no arguments (a
onstant). For example, the following strategies apply a strategy s to ea h node
in a term, in preorder (top-down), postorder (bottom-up) and a ombination of
pre- and postorder (downup):
bottomup(s) = re x(all(x); s)
topdown(s) = re x(s; all(x))
downup(s) = re x(s; all(x); s)

A typi al usage of these operators is the strategy
bottomup(try(s))

that tries to apply s at ea h node of a term.
one

The strategy one(s) applies s non-deterministi ally to one dire t subterm. It
fails if there is no subterm for whi h it su eeds. In parti ular, it fails for
onstants, sin e they have no hild for whi h s an su eed. As we did with all
we an onstru t bottom-up and top-down traversals with one:
on ebu(s) = re x(one(x) <+ s)
on etd(s) = re x(s <+ one(x))

These strategies su eed if they nd a single node in the term where the appliation of s is su essful. The rst one sear hes the term in bottom-up order:
it rst tries to nd a su esfull appli ation in one of the hildren one(x) and
otherwise tries s at the root.
some

The strategy some(s) applies s to as many hildren as possible, but at least to
one.
Examples of the use of some are:
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somebu(s)
= re x(some(x); try(s) <+ s)
sometd(s)
= re x(s; all(try(x)) <+ some(x))
somedownup(s) = re x(s; all(x); try(s) <+ some(x); try(s))
thread

threading environments through a traversal
module Stratego-Traversal
exports
ontext-free syntax
Natural "(" Strat ")"
"one"
"(" Strat ")"
"some" "(" Strat ")"
"all"
"(" Strat ")"
"thread" "(" Strat ")"

->
->
->
->
->

Strat
Strat
Strat
Strat
Strat

{
{
{
{
{

ons("Path")}
ons("One")}
ons("Some")}
ons("All")}
ons("Thread")}

Figure 16: Syntax of generi traversal operators
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DEFINING BASIC TRANSFORMATIONS WITH RULES

Standard rewrite rules are a notation for a spe ial kind of strategies.
A rule se tion has the form
rules
Rule*

A rule has the form
Label : Term -> Term

An example is the following rule that de nes beta-redu tion on lambda expressions.
rules
Beta : Apply(Lambda(x, e1), e2) -> Subs(e2, x, e1)

denotes
strategies
Beta = ?App(Abs(x, e1), e2); !Let(x, e2, e1)

A rewrite rule de nes a one step transformation on terms. If the term mat hes
the left-hand side of the rule it is repla ed by the appropriately instantiated
right-hand side of the rule. This transformation happens at the root of a term.
Later on we will introdu e ways to apply rules to the subterms of a term.
onditional rules

The simple rules that we introdu ed above apply if the left-hand side of the rule
mat hes the root of the term. Sometimes we want to restri t the appli ability
of a rule to a subset of terms that mat h the pattern of the left-hand side. A
onditional rule of the form
Label : Term -> Term where Strategy

applies if the left-hand side mat hes and in addition the strategy in the where
lause su eeds when applied to the term.
For example, let in be the strategy that when applied to a pair (t1, t2) of
terms, determines whether t1 o urs as a subterm of t2, then the following
onditional rule de nes eta redu tion of a lambda term:
Eta : Lambda(x, Apply(e, Var(x))) -> e
where <not(in)> (Var(x), e)
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The notation
<Strategy> Term

is used to build an intermediate term to whi h the testing strategy should be
applied.
If more than one ondition has to hold, they an be omposed using the strategy
operators introdu ed in previous se tions.
anonymous rules

sometimes useful to de ne rule without a name
\ t1 -> t2 where s \
parameterized and overloaded rules

follows mapping to strategy de nitions
module Stratego-Rules
imports Stratego-Strategies
exports
%%sorts Rule RDef
ontext-free syntax
"rules" RDef*
-> BSpe { ons("Rules")}
%% parameterized rule definition
Identifier ("(" {Identifier ","}* ")")?
":" Rule -> RDef { ons("RDef")}
%% standard rewrite rule
Term "->" Term ("where" Strat)? -> Rule { ons("Rule")}
%% anonymous rule
"\\" Rule "\\" -> Strat { ons("LRule")}

Figure 17: Syntax of rules
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APPLYING STRATEGIES IN TERMS AND MATCHING TERMS
IN STRATEGIES

Strategies an be applied to (sub)terms of build patterns.
The notation
<Strategy> Term

is used to build an intermediate term to whi h the testing strategy should be
applied.
If more than one ondition has to hold, they an be omposed using the strategy
operators introdu ed in previous se tions.
mat hing

onditions

Conditions an also be used to ompute an intermediate result to be used in the
right-hand side of the rule. A strategy of the form
Strategy => Term

applies a strategy to the urrent term and mat hes the result against the term.
This an have the e e t of binding the variables in the term, whi h an then be
used in the right-hand side of the rule.
For example, the following rule de nes the eta expansion of a lambda expression.
EtaExp: e -> Lambda(x, Apply(e, Var(x)))
where new => x

The ondition new => x generates a new string and mat hes the result against
the variable x.
strategy appli ations

Appli ation of a strategy to a subterm in the right-hand side of a rule.
<Strategy> Term

For example, let subs be the strategy that when applied to a triple (a, b, )
repla es o uren es of b in by a, then beta redu tion an also be de ned using
the following rule:
Beta : Apply(Lambda(x, e1), e2) -> <subs> (e2, Var(x), e1)

Using mat hing onditions this rule is a shorthand for the rule
Beta : Apply(Lambda(x, e1), e2) -> e3
where <subs> (e2, Var(x), e1) => e3
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module Stratego-Appli ation
imports Stratego-Strategies
exports
ontext-free syntax
"<" Strat ">" Term
-> Term

{ ons("App")}

Strat "=>" Term
-> Strat { ons("AM")}
"<" StratAux ">" Term -> Strat { ons("BA")}
Strat
-> StratAux
ontext-free priorities
"<" StratAux ">" Term -> Strat >
Strat "=>" Term -> Strat >
Strat ";" Strat -> Strat

Figure 18: Syntax of strategy appli ation
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STRATEGIC PATTERN MATCHING RULES
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module Stratego-Strategi -Rules
exports
ontext-free syntax
%% rule with strategi patterns
Strat "-->" Strat ("where" Strat)?
-> SRule { ons("StratRule")}
Identifier ("(" {Identifier ","}* ")")?
"::" SRule -> RDef { ons("RDef")}

Figure 19:
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DESCRIBING DEEPLY EMBEDDED PATTERNS WITH CONTEXTS

For some appli ations mat hing with a xed pattern is not suÆ ient be ause
some part of the pattern an be at an arbitrary depth from the root. In su h
ir umstan es ontextual mat hing an be used.
For example, assume that our lambda terms satisfy the variable assumption,
i.e. no two bound variables are the same if their binding positions are di erent,
then we an de ne alpha renaming by means of the rule
Alpha : Lambda(x, e[Var(x)℄(sometd)) -> Lambda(y, e[Var(y)℄)
where new => y

This rule repla es the abstra ted variable x and all o uren es of Var(x) in
the body of the abstra tion by the fresh variable Var(y). The strategy sometd
spe i ed with the ontext determines what traversal strategy to use to nd
o uren es of Var(x). (Later on we will dis uss how a bound variables an be
renamed in order to adhere to the variable assumption.)
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module Stratego-Contexts
exports
ontext-free syntax
Identifier "[" Term "℄" ("(" SVar ")")? -> Term { ons("Con")}

Figure 20:
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ABSTRACTING FROM PATTERNS WITH OVERLAYS
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module Stratego-Overlays
exports
%%sorts Overlay
ontext-free syntax
Identifier ("(" {Identifier ","}* ")")?
"=" Term -> Overlay { ons("Overlay")}

Figure 21: Syntax of overlays
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CONNECTING TO THE WORLD THROUGH PRIMITIVES
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module Stratego-Primitives.sdf
exports
ontext-free syntax
"prim" "(" String ")" -> Strat

Figure 22: Syntax of primitives
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REFERENCES TO RELATED WORK

The appli ation of Stratego is des ribed in several publi ations.
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